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Part A – Executive Summary 

Introduction 
Assessments must be equitable to ensure a fair distribution of municipal property tax and provincial education tax.  The 
assessment audit program’s focus is to promote assessment equity within a municipality and between municipalities 
throughout Alberta by auditing and reporting on assessment performance and advancing best practices. 

Detailed assessment audits combine the factual, results-oriented ratio study with a more investigative, process-oriented 
procedural audit to determine if assessments meet valuation and administration standards reasonably expected of Alberta 
municipal assessment programs.  As well as market value assessments, detail audits may review property classified as farm 
land and machinery & equipment assessed at regulated rates that cannot be monitored by ratio studies. 

Each year a number of detailed audits are scheduled.  These audits can be initiated by a municipal request or by Minister’s 
initiative.  An audit can be specific to a municipality or can be based on a property group encompassing multiple municipalities. 

Municipalities prepare assessments in accordance with Part 9 of the Municipal Government Act (MGA) and the regulations.  
Assessment audits are performed under the authority of section 22 of the Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation 
Regulation, 2018 by assessment auditors appointed by the Minister of Municipal Affairs.  The Detailed Assessment Audit 
Manual, guides the auditors’ work.  This report is intended to be read in conjunction with the Detailed Assessment Audit 
Manual.  The manual is meant for use by auditors to facilitate a consistent approach to detailed audits, or can be used by 
municipalities as a self-review tool. 

Objective of the Audit 
The objective of this detailed audit is to provide an unbiased opinion as to the quality of the municipality’s assessment roll for 
the 2021 tax year.  The opinion is based on a review of assessment performance by measuring the degree to which 
assessments meet regulated quality standards, and a review of procedures and administration of the municipality’s 
assessment program.  The audit also provides a means to identify and reinforce strengths in a municipality’s assessment 
program and to identify where opportunities exist to improve assessments or assessment administration. 

The audit meets this objective by providing brief findings and conclusions for individual tasks meeting best practice guidelines 
and legislative requirements as outlined in the Detailed Assessment Audit Manual.  For tasks not meeting legislative or best 
practice requirements and requiring a recommendation, the auditor provides more detail and explanation of findings supporting 
conclusions.  

Scope of the Audit 
This detailed assessment audit reviews assessment performance for all properties the municipality is legislatively required to 
prepare assessments for, as well as an administrative review.  Ratio studies serve as the primary tool for the objective 
evaluation of mass appraisal performance.  The procedural review focuses on assessment preparation and involves a sample 
of properties for testing. 

The following topics are out of scope for this audit: 

• provincial and municipal tax policy, 

• equalized assessment and education requisition policy, 

• business assessment and taxation provisions in Part 10 of the Act other than those for property tax, and 

• property assessments completed by the Provincial Assessor and Special purpose property. 
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Assessments Prepared by the Municipal Assessor 
The scope of the audit is the assessments prepared by the municipal assessor.  The figures below provide an overall view of 
the distribution of property within this scope.  The categories are based on actual use classifications rather than those 
categories used for the purposes of taxation.  References to parcel counts below reflect the assessor’s designations for 
valuation rather than property tax classification. 

 
 

Distribution of Assessment by Property Type 

• Figure 1: Overall Distribution by Property Type 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Figure 2: Distribution of Residential Property Types 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

35,927,110, 
53.63%

31,068,950, 
46.37% Residential

Non-residential

34,062,270, 
94.81%
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2.90% 821,300, 2.29%

Single Family Dwellings
Vacant Residential
Multi-Family

Property Type Parcel 
Count Total Assessed Value % of Total 

Residential 362 35,927,110 53.63% 

Non-residential 109 31,068,950 46.37% 

Property Type Parcel 
Count Total Assessed Value % of Total 

Single Family Dwellings 296 34,062,270 94.81% 

Vacant Residential 63 1,043,540 2.90% 

Multi-Family 3 821,300 2.29% 
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• Figure 3: Distribution of Non-Residential Property Types 

 
 

Property Type Parcel 
Count Total Assessed Value % of Total 

Office, Retail, Industrial 60 27,363,720 89.15% 

Vacant Commercial 12 273,910 0.89% 

Vacant Industrial 33 1,600,130 5.21% 

Lodging 4 1,457,960 4.75% 

 

Findings of Audit 
In our opinion, the Village of Rycroft, in preparing its assessment roll for the 2021 tax year, meets all legislated standards.  All 
of procedures and practices used in preparation of property assessments meet assessment best practices.  

In addition, an administrative review of the municipality’s management of the assessment program finds legislative 
requirements are in substantial compliance for the administration of bylaws, assessment rolls, notices, complaints and public 
relations. 

This report contains no recommendations and one observation. 

Recommendations 

Compliance with Legislation Requirements 

Assessment Audit offers no recommendations. 

Best Practice Recommendations  

Assessment Audit offers no recommendations. 

Observations 
It is suggested the municipality develop a formal MGA section 299/300 request form and process to ensure appropriate 
handling of a formal request. 
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Acknowledgements 

Cooperation received from the assessor and administration staff at the Village of Rycroft is appreciated.  We received all 
information, reports and explanations required to conduct the audit in a timely fashion. 

Next Steps 

The assessor and the chief administrative officer were asked to respond to the conclusions contained in this report. 

Assessor’s Response 

I have read the Detailed Assessment Audit Report and I concur with the conclusions in the detailed audit report. I 
have made note of the properties identified in the audit for review. This includes a property under Part C 
Procedural review with 42 roll numbers that require inspection in the next re-inspection cycle. 

Municipal Response  

The report was reviewed and no comment was provided for inclusion. 
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Part B - Performance Review 
A performance based review provides direct evidence of valuation accuracy and uniformity of properties assessed at market 
value. 

Sold Parcel Reconciliation 
Land Titles Office data is reviewed to determine whether the assessor is reporting the appropriate number of sales to ASSET. 
A review is also conducted to identify if the assessor is including all good sales as valid for statistical review.   

Analysis indicates the assessor reports nearly all of the Land Titles Office transactions requiring verification (3 years preceding 
July 1, 2020).   

Sales Verification  
Assessors are expected to screen land titles transactions and assign sales verification codes indicating whether the sale is 
representative of market value and can be used in market analysis and ratio studies, or whether the sale is not representative 
and is invalid. 

The following table summarizes the assessor’s verification coding. 

Sale Verification Code 
Used in  
Analysis SFD VR IND OFF RET VCOM VIND Row Total 

8000 Unverified N 4  1     3    8 
8001 Good Sale N 2 2       1     5 
  Y 38 2    1  1    3 45 
8002 Non-Arm's-Length N 35 8         43 
  Y               0 
8005 Duress N 3 1     1      5 
  Y               0 
8008 Foreclosure N 10 7         9  26 
8010 Sale by Municipality N              0 

 Y   1          1  2 
8013 Multi Parcel sale N       1     1 
  Y 2  2       1     5 
Column Total N   18 3 1 2 2 1 1 88 
Column Total Y   15 0 0 0 0 0 0 52 

Findings:  

It does not appear there is any motivation driving the exclusion of sales, and the assessor appears to be using discretion 
appropriately.  The ‘Non Arm’s Length’ sales were reviewed and the majority had no consideration listed on the land title 
and/or were family sales. Therefore, auditor ratio studies will use the assessor’s reported sale set. 
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Time Adjustment Validity 
The Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation (MRAT) states the preparation of any assessment in 
accordance with the MGA must be an estimate of value on July 1 of the assessment year.  In other words, sale prices need 
adjustment to account for value changes between the sale date and July 1, 2020 (valuation date for 2021 tax year).  If the time 
adjustment is understated, the overall assessment level calculations are higher than they would be otherwise.  Conversely, if 
the time adjustment were overstated, the assessment level calculations are lower.  Assessment levels are used to calculate 
equalized assessment (EA); inaccurate assessment levels impact EA, which can then impact education tax requisitions, cost-
sharing agreements, and grant funding formulas. 

Findings:  

One method of determining the SFD time adjustment is sales-ratio trend analysis.  This is the method used most often in 
Alberta.  The ratio is the sale price/assessment or S/AR (SAR).  

 

The time adjustment indicated by SAR analysis for both the assessor and auditor is 0% for 36 months.  Therefore time 
adjustment of sales is not required. 

Other Sale Price Adjustments 
Occassionally, other adjustments are employed.  For single family dwellings (SFD) in particular, these types of adjustments 
are used sparingly.  The assessor makes only 11 adjustments; 4 Multi-parcel, 3 Financing, 3 Duress and one Chattel. These 
sales adjustments were reviewed and appear reasonable. 
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Ratio Studies 
Market value assessments must meet median assessment ratio and coefficient of dispersion standards.  Performance-based 
review (ratio studies) provide direct evidence of valuation accuracy and uniformity of properties assessed at market value.   

Various statistical studies were undertaken to review quality and uniformity of assessments within the assessment roll.  
Conclusions are made when a sample size is 15 or more of sold properties within a particular stratum for the preceding three 
years.  If the sample is less than 15 but more than five, and, if the sales are judged as representative of the population, some 
weight may be accorded to results.  The Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 sets forth 
requirements for assessment quality and uniformity.  Statistical testing measures whether standards are met.  For any stratum, 
median assessment ratio ( median of ASRs: assessment/sale price), and corresponding coefficient of dispersions (COD: 
average percentage variance from sale prices) must be within the following ranges: 

Property Type Median Assessment Ratio 
(MAR) 

Coefficient of Dispersion 
(COD) 

Property containing 1, 2 or 3 dwelling units 0.950 – 1.050 0 – 15.0 

All other property 0.950 – 1.050 0 – 20.0 

MAR values between 0.95 and 1.05 indicate assessments are reasonably similar to sale prices, with scores nearer to 1.00 
being ideal.  COD values within the above ranges indicate the typical difference (dispersion) between assessments and sale 
prices are acceptable; where scores of less than 10.0 are preferable.  

Overall Ratio Study Results 

Property Type Property 
Count Sale Count Median ASR COD Meets 

Standard? 

Single Family (SFD) 296 40 1.008 12.3 yes 

Vacant Residential 63 6 1.018 12.3 yes 

Multi-Family 3 0 1.0 inferred n/a n/a 

Industrial 8 0 1.0 inferred n/a n/a 

Retail 51 2 0.770 54.6 n/a 

Office 6 1 1.026 n/a n/a 

Vacant Industrial 33 4 0.982 3.06 yes 

Vacant Commercial 12 0 1.0 inferred n/a n/a 

Lodging 5 0 1.0 inferred n/a n/a 

*If there are no sales in a category, the assessment level is inferred at 1.0. The Retail property group does 
not meet the standards, however with only 2 IOV’s a determination of non-compliance cannot be statistically 
relied upon. 

Conclusion 

Median ASRs (assessment level) and CODs (Coefficient of Dispersion) are within regulated standard for all property groups, 
where sufficient sales exist.  
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Stratified Assessment Level Analysis 
The Village of Rycroft assesses residential property using the market-adjusted cost approach to derive value for improved 
properties, and the direct sales (market) approach for vacant land.  The following analysis reviews if assessment level is 
consistent across a range of value-influencing factors.   

 
 

SFD Properties by Age:  
 

 

The even trend line from ASR vs. Year Built indicates the median assessment ratio is similar throughout the age spectrum.  

Similar analysis by Floor Area and Assessment Value also suggests assessment ratios are similar through the spectrum of 
these variables; a good result. 

Valuation of Similar Property 

Sold vs: Unsold Analysis  

The objective of ratio studies is to determine appraisal performance for both sold and unsold parcels.  If just sold parcels are 
reassessed to match their sale prices, assessment values in ratio studies are not representative of the total population and 
distorts ratio study results.  

The sold sample and the unsold population are reviewed to determine if their change (or shift) in assessment from the 
previous year is similar.  A substantially greater year-over-year change in assessment of sold properties, in comparison to 
unsold properties, can be an indication of selective re-assessment.  For audit purposes, if there are differences of greater than 
5% between sold and unsold properties, they are flagged for review.  
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Findings: 

The results are as follows. 

Group Unsold 
Count 

Sold 
Count 

Unsold 
Asmt% 
Change 

Sold 
Asmnt % 
Change 

Difference 
Sold v. 
Unsold 

Single Family 208 38 0.19 -0.07 0.26 

Conclusion 
As a whole, based on preceding statistical tests, property viewing, sold, and unsold property are being assessed similarly and 
meet with best practices.  

Vacant Land 

The assessor would normally review sales from the past three to five years to derive table-driven, square foot rates (and 
constants).  There is only one valid sale for analysis available from the last three years.  The chart below details the rate table 
used by the assessor to value vacant residential land in the Village of Rycroft. 

Based on land sales, the assessor developed a rate table to account for different sizes. (Residential and non-residential 
assessments are similar based on experience elsewhere). 

Land Assessment Rate Table 

Residential  

Size Range (Front Footage) Rate per Front Foot Constant 

16-49 510 -8,040 
49.001-75 309 1,810 

75.001-360 54 20,935 
 

Example: 

Front Footage Total Assessment Assessment/Front 
Foot 

48 16,440 342 
60 20,350 339 
80 25,255 316 

 

The land assessment model reasonably reflects the principle of diminishing returns, where larger lots are worth more, but at a 
declining unit (sq.ft.) rate.  

Recommendations: 

No recommendations are offered.  
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Residential Property 

Residential includes single family (SFD), residential condominiums (RC), multi-family (MF), and vacant residential (VR). 
Rycroft’s inventory includes single family, vacant residential and Multi-family. 

The assessor reasonably chooses the market-modified cost approach for improved residential.  The biggest steps within the 
cost approach are land valuation, estimating replacement cost new, deducting depreciation, and reconciling (modifying) to 
limited sales data. 

The audit process relies heavily on property viewing.  Assessment Audit viewed, by exterior observation, virtually all improved 
properties.  The process considers application of the cost approach to sold v. unsold properties, various architectural styles, 
ages, locations, qualities, and lot sizes.  The review process checks if application of cost new, market modifiers, quality 
ratings, depreciation, and land value are consistent with similar properties.  The review also checks the inventory of structures 
(dwellings, garages, sizes, carports, decks, fireplaces, etc.).  Many of the assessment records have inspection notes from 
recent years. 

No material discrepancies between observation and assessment record were identified.  Direct observation confirms the 
assessment record reflects changes in property data (building permits, additions/deletions); and, Assessments of sold 
properties align reasonably with sale prices. (Dated sales are considered because there are limited sales in past 3 years). 

SFD Conclusion: 

Ratio study results for Single Family Dwellings (SFD) are within quality standards.  Upon direct viewing, sale prices v. 
assessments make logical, intuitive sense.   

Recommendations: 

No recommendations are offered. 

Non-Residential (NR) 

Non-residential includes Industrial (IND), Retail (RET), Office (OFF), Lodging (LOD), Vacant Commercial (VCOM), Vacant 
Industrial (VIND). 

There are three valuation approaches: sales comparison, income, and cost.  Any of the three approaches to value might have 
applications for non-residential property.  Sales comparison requires a sufficient number of similar sales to determine unit 
rates for modelling purposes.  The market approach is rarely used for non-residential in small municipalities. 

The income approach is based on the premise property values are expressed as a price-earnings multiple of typical rent.  
Again, a sufficient number of rent rates from the area are required for the income approach to be valid.  

The assessor reasonably chose the depreciated cost approach for improved, non-residential property.  The biggest steps 
within the cost approach are land valuation, estimating replacement cost (from a cost manual in most cases), and deducting 
depreciation. 

The audit review relies on direct viewing of property and cost approach calculations.  

Non-Residential Conclusion 

A review of sample properties showed the assessor’s application of the cost approach for non-residential property meets with 
best practices.   

Recommendations: 

No recommendations are offered.  
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Part C - Procedural Review  
Process-oriented procedural reviews focus on how assessments are prepared and whether legislative requirements are met, 
valuation regulations are adhered to, appropriate manuals used, and if professional standards and guidelines are followed.  

All Assessable Property Assessed 
The municipality must prepare an assessment annually for every assessable property in the municipality except linear and 
Designated Industrial Property. 

Task Reviewed  Findings 

Yes/No 

Comments 

Assessable properties are 
assessed 

Required by 
MGA s.285 

Yes  

New and/or partially completed 
improvements assessed 

Required by 
MGA s.291 

Yes  

Sufficient and Accurate Property Information (Findings and Conclusions) 
Data Element Reviewed Reference Findings Comments 

Legal description Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes  

Parcel size Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes Every parcel has a property size. 

Improvement(s) size Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes All parcels with market value improvements have reported 
sizes. 

Improvement(s)  with 
standard M/Q/S 

classification 

Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes All improved parcels have applied M/Q/S. 

Improvement(s)  year built Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes All improved parcels are recorded with the year built.  

PUC (Predominant Use 
Code) 

Required by 
MGA s.292(3) 

Yes Every parcel has a PUC. 

Location Characteristics Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes  

Inspection Date Required by 
MGA s.293(2) 

Yes All parcels have a reported inspection date. 

LINC #’s Required by 
MGA s.293(2) 

Yes All parcels have associated LINC numbers. 

 

Improvement(s) Condition 
code 

Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes All parcels have improvement condition code. 

Details of Accessory 
Improvements if 

applicable. 

Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes Separate cost approach calculations and details retained in 
CAMA system. 
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Data Element Reviewed Reference Findings Comments 

Land Use (zoning) Bylaw 
code 

Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

Yes  

Farm Land net 
productivity factors 

Required by AR 
203/2017 

Yes  

Farm Land cost factors Required by AR 
203/2017 

Yes  

 

 

Property Inspection Cycle Review: 

 

 

 

The assessor has completed inspections on 90% (399/441) of the inventory in the last 5 years. The assessor has been notified 
that the 42 roll numbers with an inspection date in 2015 should be inspected in the next cycle to ensure best practices are met. 

Property Characteristics at Date of Sale 

Findings and Conclusions: 

Property characteristics at sale date may be different from characteristics as of December 31 in a subsequent assessment 
year (condition date).  According to IAAO texts and the Property Assessment in Alberta Handbook, assessors should preserve 
a “snapshot” of property details at sale date so prices and property characteristics match, and ratio studies not distorted. 

The assessor’s computer assisted mass appraisal (CAMA) system tracks changes to improvements since any sale.  

  

Inspection Year Count Subtotal 

2020 75 28% 
2019 114 2% 
2018 95 19% 
2017 47 17% 
2016 68 27% 
Total 399 85%  

Inspect Type Count % 

Door 1 0.5% 
Drive By 317 79% 
Exterior 80 20% 
Interior 1 0.5% 
Total 399 100%  
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Regulated Property 
Pursuant to Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation, 2018 (MRAT) regulation (203/2017), the assessor appointed by the 
municipality must follow procedures set out in the Minister’s Guidelines. 

Task Reviewed  
Findings 

Yes/No 
Comments 

Applicable Minister’s Guidelines are applied properly and consistently 

Machinery and 
Equipment (M&E) 

Required by 
MGA s.293 and 

AR 203/2017 

Yes 
 

Farm Land Required by 
MGA s.293 and 

AR 203/2017 

Yes 2 parcels are coded as “farm.”  Farm parcels are assessed at 
regulated rates if used for the raising, production and sale of 
agricultural products. The calculations are complete and meet 
with the legislative/regulatory regime. 

Conclusion – Procedural 

Based on review, there is an assessment for all properties according to legislation.  From a review of sample properties and 
data reported to Assessment Shared Services Environment (ASSET); the assessor collects and reports virtually all of the 
required information in the CAMA system.   

Recommendations: 

No recommendations are offered. 
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Administrative Review 
Administrative review is a review of the municipality’s management of the assessment program with a focus on whether 
preparation and administration of the assessment program meets legislative requirements. 

Authority 

Task Reviewed  
Findings 

Yes/No 
Comments 

Appointed assessor has 
appropriate qualifications 

Required by AR 
233/2005 

Yes The assessor, (Rod Guttinger) holds the designation of 
AMAA (Accredited Municipal Assessor Alberta), 
meeting requirements. 

Assessor as designated officer 
established by bylaw, and 

person appointed as assessor 

Required by 
MGA s.210(1) 

and s.284(1)(d) 

Yes Bylaw No. 146-13 establishes the office of assessor 
and Council and by resolution  2020-9-15-238 Rod 
Guttinger is appointed to the position of assessor.  

Supplementary assessment 
bylaw passed 

Required by 
MGA s.313 

N/A The Village of Rycroft does not use supplementary 
assessments for construction completed before year’s 
end. 

Supplementary assessment 
prorated 

Required by 
MGA s.314 

N/A  

Application of exemptions 
pursuant to the MGA 

Required by 
MGA s.351 and 
s.361 to s.368 

Yes Exempted properties (e.g.: churches, schools, 
municipally-owned) meet eligibility requirements. 

Assessment roll is prepared by 
February 28 

Required by 
MGA s.302 

Yes Assessment roll submitted and declared Feb 24, 2021. 

a. Assessment roll contains 
the required contents 

Required by 
MGA s.303 

Yes  

b. Supplementary assessment 
roll prepared by end of year 

Required MGA 
s.315(1) 

N/A  

Assessment notices meet 
legislated requirements 

Required by 
MGA s.309 

Yes 

 

 

Assessment notices sent by 
legislated date 

Required by 
MGA s.310 

Yes  

Public notice that assessment 
notices sent 

Required by 
MGA s.311 

Yes MGA s.311(1) Each municipality must publish in one 
issue of a newspaper having general circulation in the 
municipality, or in any other manner considered 
appropriate by the municipality, a notice that the 
assessment notices have been sent.  

Notice provided in the Village of Rycroft newsletter. 

 

Supplementary assessment 
notices sent by legislated date 

Required by 
MGA s.316(1) 

N/A  

Supplementary assessment 
notices meet legislated 

requirements 

Required by 
MGA s.316(2) 

N/A  
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Task Reviewed  
Findings 

Yes/No 
Comments 

Assessment record reflects 
decision of assessment review 

board 

Required by best 
practice 

Yes No appeal hearings in past 3 years. 

Sufficient information provided 
to assessed persons 

Required by 
MGA s.299 

Yes Upon request, property owners informally receive 
sufficient information to determine how their 
assessment is calculated. 

In the event of a s.299 request, it is advisable for the 
municipality to have a formal plan in place to track 
requests, compliance dates, and a duplicate copy of 
information supplied to property owners. 

Summary of assessment of 
any assessed property in 

municipality 

Required by 
MGA s.300 

Yes Upon request, property owners receive sufficient 
information to determine how an assessment is 
calculated. 

In the event of a formal s.300 request, records of 
request and compliance dates need to be kept, along 
with a duplicate copy of information supplied to the 
property owner. 

Information submitted to the 
department 

Required by 
MGA s.293(3) 

and s.319 

Yes The required information was reported into the ASSET 
system, and the roll declared Feb 24, 2021. 

Assessment roll changes 
submitted to department 

Required by 
MGA s.305.1 and 

AR 203/2017 
s.17 

Yes No revisions submitted. 

 

Conclusions – Administrative Review 

The requirements in administering the assessment roll have been met.  

Observations: 

• It is advisable for the municipality to develop an MGA section 299/300 request form and process to ensure formal 
requests are dealt with appropriately.  While this is not a legislative or best practice requirement, it is advisable.  
Therefore, this item has been included as an observation in the executive summary of the report.  
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Part E - Addendum: 

Item 1 

Table of Commonly Used Acronyms and Abbreviations 

AUG Actual Use Group Code (SFD, RC, IND, etc.) 

CAMA Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal - CAMAlot (brand name) 

PUC Predominant Use Group code 

M/Q/S Model/Quality/Structure codes 

ASR Assessment/Sale Price ratio 

SAR Sale Price/Assessment ratio 

COD Coefficient of Dispersion 

Non Res 
(NR) Combined non-residential property types; retail, office, industrial, vacant industrial/commercial 

IND Improved Industrial 

LOD Improved Lodging 

RFI Request for Information (typically from property owner) 

RC Residential Condominium 

SFD Single Family Dwelling 

SPEC Special Purpose Property (manufacturing plants, oil & gas facilities…) 

VCOM Vacant Commercial 

VIND Vacant Industrial  

VR Vacant Residential 
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